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up in the
service for objec'i.!x:am:inl!.tions a v a il a b 1 e
the Data Processing Center.
The service, starled last year,
:ww has more tban 30 customers
among instructors on campus.
ONE OF THE most frequent
users is Dr. Frank A. Logan,
cbairman of the department of
·psychology. Some 1300 examination papers for Psychology 101
were run through the scoring
service .in eight hours last semester and returned within 24 hours.
• I:n:contrast, eight graduate stu-

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES •
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertion;
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or tel~phone 277·4002 or
277-4102.
ROOM&BOARD
"TRANSFERRING to UNM 1 Try this for
living, 20 meals n week~ color TV, maid
and linen service for college students.
The College Inn, 303 Ash Stret, NE
Phone 248-2881."
'
SERVICES
TYPING WANTED: 7 yrs. experience for
students at Univ. North Carolina. Ex·
cellent accuracy, Straight typing (term
papers etc.) 35¢ per page--you furnish
paper. Pa.per furnished at one cent a
sheet. Phone 242-9451.
WILL BABYSIT in my home or eom·
pa~ion to ~ year old Jrirl, on regular
basJS, mormngs or 3 daye a week. Near
UNM. Call 268-6659.
TYPING WANTED: 10 years experience
technical typing. 35¢ pr page, 36¢ with
paper. Call anytime 298·8641.

'••

HELP WANTED
NEED dependable student sitter for 10 :00·
11 :00 class MWF. Live one bloek from
campus. Will pay $5.00 per week. Call
242-1938. 2/8-14.
JqURNALISM Student to assist on startmg new smaJl magnzine. Pnrt time
Phone 842-9514.
·
•
EARN $61.50 weekly." 3 eves. & Sate. Must
have car & be bondable. Phone 344-2778
3 to 6 p.m. only.
'
TEACH at . a Negro c:olloge. Graduate
students w1th M.A!s are urgently needed
for. aendemic ye~r and summer teaching
Itosttions.. The Southern EdU("Ation Pro~am. a private, non-Profit orr:anization
'With c~ntacts at 94 colleges, can place
you qutckly and free of charge Write
Southern Education Program,· 859~~

fo~~t'r street, N.w. Atlanta, Georgia

PART TIME JOB $1.60 per hr. 20 hrs.
per week. Must be able to work after·
noons, preferably 2 :00·6 :00 p.m. Mtn.
S.tates Employment Agency, First National Bank Bldg. Downtown.
PERSONALS
POSTERS, Psychedelic,
Ski Posters & Buttons. If we don't
have them, then you don't need them
Send for Samples & List. MADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop 4609 E
Colfax, Denver, Colorado 8022'o.
'
COMING again soon I! I Abe officio11S intermeddler meets the vexatious litigant I! 1
PLAYBOY subscription still available at
low otud.ent rates. Call your campus representative at 247-9082.
FOR RENT
ONE bedroom apartment. $75 311 Yale
SE. Nicely furnished and prlvate patio
Call 265-6771.
•
PLEASANT light clean room. Near Campus. 306 Stanford SE. Phone 242-4858.

PER~ONALITY

FOR SALE
BY OWNER, 3 bedrm. den, fireplace extra
lg. garage fully finished w/h & afc
work. bench & oink. Elec kitcben:
beautiful .carp~ts & drapes, 2 baths.
Conv. loan. Pnced FHA appraisal. Ap)lrox. $3000. will handle. Call mornings
or eves after 4 p.m. Owner leaving state.
299-6865.
1966 BUICK Wildcat convertible. Like
new, many extras. Must sell. 296-3681
277·4538. 2/S-14.
'
UNITROI'! TELESCOPE exc, 2.4" refrae·
tor. Ong, $150. Now $100. Call 8421895. Lee Dawson.
GUNS: Hlgh Standard SPort King NRA
now $50. 1913 Luger all matching Nos.
NRA ver:; good to excelcnt $125. Win·
chester 94 #30,000 26 in. oct. NRA
very good $150. Roger Seott 29~-7847.
19B7 SUZUKI, 55 cc, beautiflll c:onditlon
Only 1000 miles, only $150.00, also ne.;
helmet $10.00: Call 277·8269. 2/8·14.

Phil Harper

Rates

dents spent a weekend manually
grading exams last spring semester.
Dr. Logan bas high praise for
the service, saying that it is "the
way to play the game with large
classes." He adds, "The Data
Processing Center has done an excellent job in working out a good
system in a short time."
LOUIS· R. Leurig, director of
the Data Processing Department
said that the center checks and
provides a detailed analysis of
scores, including:
-A list of each student's response to each question and his
raw score.
-A tabulation of the number
of students responding to each
choice for each question.
-An alphabetical list of students with their raw and weighted scores for each part of the test
and for the test overall.
-A distribution of raw and
weighted scores, with raw- and

Exams

weighted-score means and stan-

dard deviations.
- A distribution of the weight-

ed score using an asterisk bar
graph.
. FUI_tTHER statistical analysis
1s available for those desiring it.
If the scoring servic:e is alerted
~t the start of a semester's gradmg, a cumulative distribution can
be made available after each examination, based on scores of all
examinations ·up to that point.·
This includes a distribution after
the final exam, which would provide a distribution based on all
exams.
. SEVERAL formulas are available for scoring each part of a
test; the total number correct, total number wrong, number right
minus the number wrong the
number right minus half the'number wrong, etc.
The weighting of each test part
.of the test must be specified by
the instructor.

Radio _Board Wants
Graduate Fellowships
(Continued from page 1)
Monday meeting they seemed a lit' tie bit more sure of themselves.''
SOME OF THE staff members
feel they can run the station without any paid professional help he
said.
.
.
'
Joseph and 12 staff members
resigned and walked out of the
radio station in protest of new
programming guidelines.
KUNM's present programming
is "very close" to the guidelines
adopted by Radio Board, station
personnel said Wednesday, Several classical music shows have
been replaced by popular music
ii_Icluding the 2-7 p.m. weekday
t1me slot. A 30-minute news
sports, analysis, and commentar:i
is followed at 7:30 Monday
through Friday by an hour-long
in-depth program.
"A LARGE percentage of this
program is done by KUNM staffers," Elaine Newman of the station said. The program is designed to "illustrate the wealth of information the University community holds," although one program
a week is taped from Chicago.
Latin sounds are featured on
"Samba Nova" with John Wade

U.lUI!day, February 8,

Peace Corps
The Modern Language Aptitude. Test, designed for students
applying for Peace Corps projects
after graduation, will be given at
UNM Feb. 10 at 10 a.m. in the
Testing Center. Applications for

the test are available in the Testing Center and must be returned
before t~e test.

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
298-1828
Childrens' Books
Bargains

89 Winrock C-.nter
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

u~ s.tm.~
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TUXEDOS

ENTiRE OUTFIT

Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, suspenders,
Handk.,rchief, Studs,
CuRiinks, Tie and
Boutonniere. $10.00

COAT and
TROUSERS

$6.50

s~
247-4347

.

AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

.

A

"Coronet'' by

~nge blOBSom
For the flrst lime and just in time for you,
diamo11d rings are blossoming into
something as fresh and extraordinary
as the feeling of being engaged.
And not only does Orange Blas~om
guarantee the value of your diamond
forever, they give you a lifetime of
free professional cleaning and
servicing, and a year's guarantee against
loss, theft or damage. The
"Coronet," one of many exciting
new designs, in a regal
selling of 18K gold.
Featured in
Bride's • Bride & Home

FOCUS ON THE

Modern Bride • Mademolsel!e

AIR FORCE WESTERN TEST RANGE
YOUR PERSONAL SERViCE JEWElER

2312 CENTRAL SE
OPPOSiTE UNM CONCERT HALL

*MISSILE LAUNCHIN~
*SPACE EXPLORATION

*PHYSICISTS

c

U. S. GOVERNMENT CAREER EMPLOYMENT
*Generous Retirement
*Liberal Vacations
"Equal Opportunity Employer-Male or Female"

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester .

EXlCO

copl..f 2

FAST-FAST-FAST
30 Minute Dorm Delivery
7 Nights Until 1:30

255-5381
in tho Triangle Lounge Restaurant- Central at Girard NE

OBO

Our Seventy-First Year ol Eclito·rial Freedom
~

Tickets AJ~~:r-
For Gym Concert
By Stone Poneys

l:xchange Group
Requests Books
About $1000 has turned over
in payments and receipts since
the non-profit book exchange began operation last month, and
about 850 titles are still available,
student managers reported yesterday.
"The real story is that we don't
have enough books. We had hoped
to have 3000," said Joan van
Dresser, accountant for the exchange, which is sponsored · by
the Students for a Democratic
Society and the National Student
Association.

Tickets are now available for
Stone Pon.eys' 7 p.m. concert
Fnday, Feb. 16, in Johnson Gym.
The Associated Students Popular
Entertainment Committee is
sponsoring the appearance .
All seats are general admission at $2 per seat. Tickets are
available at the ticket office in
the Union and at Record Rendezvous in Winrock Center.

tb~

THE STONE PONEYS, described by Newsweek as "a trio
more foik than rock," features
Linda Ronstadt, 21, as vocalist.
In the beginnjng, the rock world
was all Adams and no Eves.
"Now the typical rock group
resembles a beehive, three or
four drones bumming about a
queen bee," Newsweek reported.
"Girl singers," says Linda, who
began by singing commercials
with her family in Tucson, Ariz.,
"Man, they always get the bad
end of the stick. Everyone gangs
up on them.'' she always gets
credited with the least amount of
brains and she always gets delegated all the squaw labor. The
men form a kinship. There's always competition between the
sexes," she said in the Newsweek
arlicle.
TBE 'lP.M. CONCERT in.Tolm~
son Gym will be followed by a 9
p.m. "King of Hearts" dance for
UNM students in the Union Ballroom. The Associated Women
Students will sponsor the dance.
Candidates for King of Hearts
have been sponsored by all men's
organizations on campus. Voting
will take place at the dance.
~o other concerts are scheduled by the Popular Entertainment Committee this semester:
Peter, Paul, and Mary, on March
1, and the Association on May 11.

No. GO
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"STUDENTS MUST put in
some effort too," she said. "If we
don't get books we can't sell
them.''
The non-profit book exchange
began operation Jan. 22. when
students began bringing in used
textbooks. Sellers set their own
prices, and a five-per-cent charge
was added for labor. The bookexchange managers kept lists .of
books and prices and sellers will
be paid when their books are sold.
THE NEW MEXICO STATE Aggies' cherished cowpoke was lynched yesterday morning by a band of Lobo rooters that kidnapped him
following the 72 to 71 trouncing handed the Aggies by the sixth ranked UNM Lobos. Cowpoke or "Farmer-in-the-Dell," as he is affectionately known, greeted tlie visiting Aggies during the game Wednesday
night and met his end after a brief scuffle with an unidentified group
!Jf students. (Lobo photo by Pawley)

Larger Programs Possible

BOOKS WILL BE on sale tomorrow and next week in the
southwest corner of the Union
cafeteria. Payments to sellers and
receipts were about equal in
Tuesday's transactions, Mrs. van
Dresser said.
"We don't have any upper-division books to speak of. Spanish

..,.,,

books have sold better than those
in any other area, and there
aren't many left," she continued.
"We have had many requests
for books we don't have, and we
have a lot of books that won't
sell because those classes are not
being offered this semester," ahe
said.
STUDENT SENATE allocated
$500 to the book exchange this
fall to pay operation costs.
"SDS and NSA would like to
get money from Senate to continue the exchange next semester," Mrs. van Dresser said.
The exchange's ultimate goal
is to put itself out of business by
forcing the Union Bookstore to
change its policy on used book
sales, Mrs. van Dresser explaine.r~·
"Bookstore officials don't know
they're working for the students;
they are only trying to make a
profit," she charged. "We're working against ourselves-we're
actually a public-relations group
'for the Union Bookstore, because we want to point out to the
students that they own the Union
and can affect its operations,"
she said.
"THE STUDENT BODY must
get behind student government
in investigating the Union and
changing its policies," Mrs. van
Dresser concluded.

Speakers Will Debate
'bB Political Tactics
Pierre Salinger and Charles
Quinn, an NBC news correspondent, will appear in a debate on
"Political Strategy: 1968," Sunday, Feb. 11, at 8 p.m. in the
UNM Concert Hall.
Salinger will represent the
Democrats in the debate. He is a

Hozhon
Performing this week at the
Hozhon Coffeehouse are Kell
Robertson, a professional folk
singer and poet; Sonja Gay, a
local folk singer, and Michael
Scrivner, a master of the autoharp. Next week, a blue grass
group will be performing. There
is free coffee and popcorn for
everyone.

Salinger

Quinn

Computer Memory Bank

Contact your Placement Office Immediately
For Interviews

6:00-10:00 om

Your Think Green
;..~ Money
.
Man

.'

New l:quipment Doubles

Campus Interviews in Feb. 13 for:
*ENGINEERS

V,/IYIO,(~)

give your clothes
Sclnitone
Professional care!
Call 243-5671

700 Broadway NE
200 Wyoming SE

ALL PHASES of AEROSPACE ACTIVITY

*RESEARCH
*DEVELOPMENT

.

Vol. 71

from 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. on Tuesday. "Barry's Bag," a jazz show
with Barry Walter, is broadcast
Thursday. The time slot is filled
with jazz, classical concerts folk
'
music, and rock on other days.
THE FRIDAY evening rock
show features "new, groovy
sounds that are not touched by
other more reasonable radio stations," according to a KUNM release.
Weekend programming includes
t?e Cleveland Symphony, "PollutiOn," shows "in the public interest/' and opera and dramatic productions.
KUNM STAFFERS presently
number about 50, with six paid
positions-the business manager
engmecr, news direl!tor, program'
director, station manager and assistant station manager. '
"The Radio Board guidelines
are flexible and the station staff
is flexible. If anyone comes in
with a new program, we can find
a time slot for it," Steve van
Dresser, station engineer, said
Wednesday.
"We urge all people to listen to
us before they criticize. We have
a good sound," van Dresser concluded.

VANDENBERG AIR BASE BASE, CALIFORNIA

818',789
ulf\ ;:)Qw
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New equipment added to the
million-dollar-plus UNM Compuh
ter Center has dou~led t e memory system of the computers, resuiting i.n additional and faster
programmg.
The new machinery has moved
the ability of the computers from
1,024,000 bits of information to
2,048,00. Bits of information are
ways of representing numbers and
letters through the machines.
Multi-programing,
involving
several jobs by the computer at
once, and larger programs, meaning more information, are now
possible. A reduction in the
amount of movement and a decrease in running time have also
resulted from tho new machinery.
The average running time for students' programs has dt•opped some
five seconds since the equipment
arrived last Christmas.
The computing center, 2706
Lomas NE, can be used by stu-

former U.S. Senator from California and served as press secretary under Presidents John F.
Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson.
He was also an investigator for
a select committee studying improper activities in labor and
management activities.
Charles Quinn, a Republican,
is an expert on New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison's investigation of the Warren Commission Report on the assassination of President Kennedy. He is
an authority on civil rights and
racial unrest and a well-known
spokesman . for the Republican
party.
The two men will hold a press
conference Sunday at 4 p.m. in
the VIP Room of the Albuquer~
que Sunport. Salinger is expected
to arrive at the Sunport at 3: 30
p.m. and Quinn at 4 p.m.
Admission to the debate, sponsored by the UNM ·speakers
Committee, will be free to the
public.

dents, faculty, ~nd administrators.
Problems rangmg from th~ allocation of water resources m the
country to statistical results of
college tests are solved by the
complex computers.
UNM-sponsored projects are
processed without charge at the
center, while outside groups pay
$100 per hour for use of the machines. Last year the center proceased more than 50,000 programs.
The computing center is also
expecting a larger computer next
summer. A higher-speed processor
capable of four times the current
computer's operations per second
is on order. Plans are also under
way for an addition of 24 terminal pieces of equipment for the
center.
Statisticians at the computing
center are now evaluating the
new machines to find new uses
and new pieces of computer parts
to further increase its usefulness.

New Lobo Series
To Begin Monday
Much has been said and written about the state of upheaval
in all facets of American society
today. Beginning Monday and for
the following two weeks, The Lobo will present a series of articles
by prominent Americans giving
their views on the state of America's social fabric today.
The first article of the eightpart series, syndicated by Newsday, Inc., is by social critic Mary~
Mannes. "The Condition of thG
Ame:rican Spirit" begins Monday
in The Lobo.

New Instructors
Two new instructors have been
added to the faculty of the UNM
College of Nursing. The new instructors are Mrs. Coleen Waldorf and Mrs. DeLores Earp.

\...

THE NEW BOOK EXCHANGE, located in the Union and sponsored
by the Natinnal Student Assn. and SDS, took in as much ~oney ~~it
paid out, officials reported Tnesday. The exchange, orgamzed to g1ve
students a break on buying and selling textbooks, was termed a success
despite a lack of books. (Lobo photo by Pawley)

Money, Land, Historical Matter

Gifts Totaling More Than $9~,000
Presented to UNM By Three Donors
Four gifts of 1and, money,
equipment and historical document totaling more than $97,000
have been presented to UNM.
Mrs. Sheila Rodey Witte of Albuquerque gave UNM $52,678.50
with the restriction that they
maintain the name of Rodey
Theater when a dramatic arts
structure is added to the Fine
Arts Center.
An AS-1 Automatic Scaler
Module used in radiation analysis
and measurements and !.7.428
acres of land were also given to
UNM. The module was presented
bY. Victoreen, Inc., of Cleveland,
Ohio, and the land was donated
by the Horizon Land Corporation.
\
L. A. Thole, president of the
Maxwell Land Grant Co., which
has its headquarters in The
Netherlands, presented UNM
with historical documents from a
basement of a 'bank in RatOn
where they have been stored for

decades. The documents and materials are from Amsterdam and
Raton and date from 1850 to
1950.
Hlllnllftlllllnllllllllll\llllllllllllllllllllllmllllnmiiiiiiiiiiHIIIlllniiHI!HIIftlllllli11111R

Barry Goldwater ~··
To Speak Monday
Barry Goldwater will speak
through the Union Tele-Lecture facilities Monday, Feb. 12;
at 10 a.m., Associated Students
President John Thorson an~
nounced yesterday.
Goldwater's speech is spon·
sored by the Western Collegi·
ate Association, and will be
heard at four or five schools.
He is scheduled to speak for
about 30 minutes, and some
time will be allowed for questions from the audiences.
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfi\IIUIIUIIIIIRIIIIIIII\IIIIl!lllllllllllll
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SDS to Organize Counseling Service

Phil Harper
6:00-10:00 am
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or orgamzat10n must call In
story to have someone prewndmg
to be a reporter come around to
investigate-this appears to be an
extremely 11hiftless method of even
running a high school new11pa~r," the statement said. ·
WHELAN SAID that he felt
the d<~rm's statement was an echo
of· many complaints- about The
Lobo heard from other-groups.
The board· members sent copies
of their statement.to Student Sen~
ate-; Residence &lls. Council, and
Inter-Fratemity. Council to. get
support.
Board membel'll Toting on the
statement inc1uded ,....
w.esa ...ta .
president Rick Legoza, vice--preai- dent- Ted Penningtou, and governors Walter B•• Piere& In, Paul
McSherry, Rene Tabet, Mike. Whe- .
lan a~ Ron Wbiepz.
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The second program in the
Friends of Art film series Tuesday night will concentrate on the
legend of the Buddha, East Indian
miniature paintings, Indian textiles and Japanese printmakers.
The films, all in color and with
sound, begin at 8 p.m. in the UNM
recital hall in the Fine Arts Center. The public is invited, Admissian is 50 cents for members of
Friends of Art; $1 for others.
This week's program offers:
• "The Buddha," describing the
carved atone sculptures of one of
the world's most beautiful religious monuments, thestupa at Borobudur in Java. The sculptures illustrate the legend of Guatama,
the B u d d h a. Film maker was
Henry Dare and the :film score by
Ng. Tjokrowasito was performed
by the Gamelin Orchestra <Jf Radio Republic Indonesia.
• "The Sword and the Flute,"
concerning :masterpieces of East
Indian miniature paintings of the
Moghul and Rajput schools, The
paintings are shown as bearers of
ancient national legend and myth.
Producer is James Ivory,
• "Textiles and Ornamental
Arts of India," an exploration and
record of the notable exhibition
held at the Museum of Modern

Art
in 1955.
The show
was made
in slide
technique
by Charles
and
Ray Eames, with music by Ustad
Ali Akbar Khan and Pandi Chatur
Lal and narration by Pupul Jayl
-~
akar.
.•
Pic:k Up a Catalogue
• "Uki;9'o-E," a film of twelve
1
F
J"
17th and 18th century Japanese
·
of Opportunities or
• printmakers of Ukiyo-E (pictures
~
i of the iloating world of everyi 1 Involvement and Action.
day life.) The printmakers are
I i
j represented by their finest color
~
-For Any Studentwoodblock prints. The film is pro. I
duced by the Art Institute of Chii. J
This
cago with the assistance of The
'.· 1
,
. . Country
Japan Society and narrated by
!.
•
James A. Michener.
I
And
Tuesday's program will be 73
Abroad!
minutes long. All films in the
j
series are selected by the UNM
.
Art Museum, Memberships in the
Canterbury Chapel
Friends of Art of the University
.J
448 Ash N.E.
Art Museum may be purchased at

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Activities Suggested

Blast: Lobo C()verage
t~ell'
The Board of Governors of
Mesa. Vista men's residence hall
this week issued a public state.
mentseverely criticizing The Lobo
for ita coverage of liberal campus .
groups, speciftcall;y SDS, and for
not publicizing dorm, Greek, and
<Jther campus news. (See letter
page 4.)
-The statement, adopted by the
bOard last semeater and published
in the :form of a nptice hung in
· several dornis, · said, "do~.
· Gll&eks•.and.other groups...Ue, not
getting any kmd of. coverage.,
· whlle SDS, a minorif.}t group gets
the only coverage in the so-called
campus
MIKEnewspa~r.''
WHELAN, one of Mesa
Vista's governor&, said the statement was written when the ball
held a number of projects during
the Christmas season and failed
to gl)t any publicity.
The students in the hall held
a Christmas party for the AllFaiths Home, an exchange dance
with the Girls' Welfare Home,
aent several hundred dollars worth
of presents to the home, and set
up a 40-foot Christmas tree in the
Union mall. The tree had colored
lights.
The statement also criticized
!!Zbe Lobo for lack of active news
gathering.
''WE UNDERSTAND that SDS
has the foresight to call The Lobo
anytime they do anything," WheIan said. "We feel that the Lobo
should go looking for their news.''
"We understand that in order to
li g h t the fireunde rthenewshounds at The Lobo an individual

Friday, February 9, 1968

Friday, February 9, 1968

How do you compare with these
two Freshmen

F!'!.,~~s,!,!l~!!?ne!~'!!!.~~~!~e.-2'!!~-

dents for a Democrattc Soc1ety sionle'Ss, infinitely intraetable
(SDS) haa set up a drop-out l'k l
th th
· d fi 'tel
counseling service for atudents
1 e c ay ra er
an tn e m. Y
"who feel college is channeling open like the sky."
them into a mold rather than ·
helping them become independent,
dynamic human beings."
SDS's N~w York office is com~
piling a lillt of activities. for po~
tential drop<Juts, The organizers
of the program, Michele Clark
and Jonathan Lerner, say the .ac•
tivitie& include organizing pro•
jects and working on underg~:ound
newspaper&
SDS-makea the list available w
any student w)lo is considering
OUR -FILET
droppmg
'
f
h
1
out o · IIC oo •
OF FISH
Lerner and Mil!ll!l Clark ho~ to
eventually have regional counseSANDWICH
lors throughout the country, much ..
u SDS and other organizationlf .
IS A DELICIOUS
now provide draft counseling. InEXPERIENCE-TRY SEVERAL
fact, one of the jobs of these
counselors will be to help draft.
eligible men who lose their defer3 LOCATIONS
ments by dropping out; ·
In a statement about the. pro- .
LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
ject, SDS said it was being set
up because "We . want to erase
the word 'failure' from the conMENAUL at SAN PEDRO
cept of dropping out of college.
It is not a failure to quit a sys5324 4th St. N.W.
tern which dehumanizes you, just
as it is not cowardly to refuse to
shoot a Vietnamese. It is not cowardly to cut the umbilical cord
which keeps you in the university
when you realize that the univer•
sity is creating you in ita own

McDonald'S
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Af um Is Organ i:z:er

Wofford College

Starts Fun Fund
SPARTANBURG, S.C. (CPS)
-A new student loan program
bas been started at Wofford College here, but students have to
gUarantee that the money they
borrow won't be used for school
fees, room and board, or books.
The loan program is called the
"Pleasure Fund." It was set up by
an anonymous alumnus who wanted to make sure that no one goes
through Wofford College "without
having any :fun.''
Under terms of the program,
students can bouow up to $50 interest-free for almost anything
that gives them enjoyment, such
as fraternity weekends, hi-fi
equipment, and the like. Loans
must be repaid within four
months, along with a $1 charge
for administrative expenses.
The alumnus who started the
program said he got the idea
when, as a student, he did not
have enough money to rent a tuxedo and buy his girl friend a corsage for a school dance.

DO YOUR G'RADES REFLECT YOUR STUDY TIME
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LEARN ABOUT ONE-STOP SHOPPING
One-Stop Convenience
One-Stop Savings
One-Stop Selection
Open Your Budget-Aid Credit Account
for Shopping Convenience

Call265-5611 ••• Ext. 6 •.• Today for Credit Application
I -

'

meet Joe ond Alvis
two Dynomic reoders with 3.5 grode point overages
Joe Stimpfl soys 11the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course has
given me so much that I still have not fully realized all its merits.
It is much more than just a speed reading course. It is better reading thru greater understanding of the material. I have the time
and the ability to reread school work as often as f wish for oil the
comprehension I need. I study at 1500 words a minute and leisure
read at 5,000. It is the greatest thing that hos ever happened to
me/'

Alvis Pharr says "Reading Dynamics has opened up vast new areas
of knowledge to me. It has been my greatest asset in adjusting to
college and the demands mode in studying. J can now read in
minutes what used to take me hours to reod. My comprehension
has gone way up because I get a full look at whot I am reading.
I get from beginning to end before I have forgotten everything.
It makes reading ond learning exciting. Take it. Irs great!! !"

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.

HOW MUCH LEISURE TIME DO YOU HAVE?

9-9 Saturday••• 10-6 Sunday

Corner Menaul & Carlisle

Reading Dynamics taught in conjunction with established study method
can cut study time to a fraction of what you are now spending
.
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Feeling A Little Shaggy?

ENGINEERING GRADUATES
The Inland Steel Company, Indiana Harbor Works, East Chicago, Indiana
invites you to investigate our many career opportunities. Consult the

Monday Feb. 12

2:00 p.m.

p.m.
Coronado Shopping Center
Town Hall
6:30 &

Student Union
room 250-D

Featuring
Ro:zor-Cuts

will be on your c<:lmpus on THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1968

if.>

INLAND

INLAND 8TBBL COHPANY
INDJJUrA HAIIOa WOMS

EASt CIUCAGO, INMANA

Come Earlyl

255-4371

4:30 & 7:30 p.m.

Student Union
room 250-C

Classes Begin:
.
Wednesday f:eb. 14, 7:00·10:00 p.m.
Thursday Feb. 15,4:00-7:00 p.m.
Satur-day Feb. 17,9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon

Spon1ored by LYC £UM

0

(across from the Triangle)

Tuesday. Feb 13

8:~0

To: !VELYN WOOD READING

Ben's Barber Shop
and Hairstyling

2914 Central S.E.

• I

Saturday. Feb. I0

specific job description in the pocket of our brochure. Our representatives

Try

8;45·6:00

ATTEND AFREE DEMONSTRATION ON CAMPUS

1968

207 Dartmouth NE

-Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
!>lease send. descriptive folder.

Evelyn Wood

I understQnd that I om. under no obligation and that

no sale$man will call.

··~·11·-·················~·····~~

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer in the Plans for Progress Program

L2-912-68

Reading Dynamics

Phone . . ......... .
•
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Sponsored by
Lyceum

207 Dartmouth N.E. Albuquerque
Call 265 ..6761

---~
Friday, February 9, 1168
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But At Least We Admit It
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UNM's sixth-ranked Lobos, who are number one with Albuquerqueans and UNM students, proved their superiority
-if narrowly-over New Mexico State Wednesday night at
University Arena.
After the Lobo-Aggie game in Las Cruces last month The
Lobo felt compelled to comment on how bad the Aggie hometown crowd was. This sparked a public and private exchange
of pleasantries with our downstate neighbors, who were
moved to criticize The Lobo's editorial stand, its staff's
~~:mrnalistic ability, and the ancestry of its editor-in-chief
and then-sports-editor.
At the risk of starting and in the hope of preventing at
l?ast the criticism of this newspaper's accuracy, we would
bke to state here publicly the facts about Wednesday night's
game as we saw them:
The final score was UNM 72, New Mexico State 71;
Our Chaparrals and cheerleaders performed-New Mexico State's did not--and the unconfirmed rumor (note adjectival qualification) that State was getting up a group to
compete with the Chaparrals remains unconfirmed. (Another
unconfirmed rumor has it that they tried, but when they saw
the girls who tried out they couldn't think of any name but
the Cow Belles, so they gave up) ;
Some UNM fans stole the top half of State's painted Aggie
and "lynched" it on the bell tower of the U.S.S. New Mexico
,kJ;~eepicture p. 1);
Our 15,237 fans were bad. In fact, they were probably
worse than the Aggie partisans were in Las Cruces. They
cursed the referees, the players, and the Aggie fans. They
threw things, including money. One fan was escorted from
the floor by police. Louie the Lobo was forced to move from
under the Aggie basket, while he was waving a Bob King
"Crying Towel"-in one of the most disgusting displays we
saw all night--trying to shake free-throw-shooting Aggie
players;
Lou Henson, Aggie head coach, spent nearly as much time
on the floor as any player on either team;
And finally, it was UNM's second win over New Mexico
State this year.
UNM will undoubtedly come in for a great deal of criticism about the behavior of its fans from our friends to the
llQJlth. But there is one big difference between criticism of
the crowd's conduct at this game and at the earlier meeting
on State's borrowed home court at Las Cruces high school:
We admit that the conduct of our crowd was deplorable.
It's unfortunate that it happened, but it did and we freely
admit it.
We do not apologize for the incidents which occurred at
Wednesday's game. They were to be expected at a contest
between such near-equally matched rivals as UNM and
State. And if our hospitality seemed worse than the Aggies'
last month, it was only because there were three times as
many of us.
Perhaps the Aggies' rise to national basketball prominence in the last couple of years has made their partisans forget how to admit their own mistakes, rather than criticizing the credibility ·of their critics without an objective
~mination of the facts.
AMAZIN0) ... NoTWo
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Overthrow
Student Government
By DAVID FOREMAN

Americans today are terribly
over-governed. We are regulated,
compelled, and taxed to an unbelievable degree for a supposedly
"free society." Federal, state, and
local governments are grabbing
for new and more power, jurisdiction, and taxing authority. For
students at UNM, however, there
is also another government (however comical and incompetent it ·
may seem) with which we must
contend.
I, of course, refer to the vaudeville act of administration - the
Associated Students of the University of New Mexico. This government is incredibly popular its budget was defeated at last
spring's election and about ten
per cent of the electorate usually
votes (as compared to about 150
per cent for some Democratic
counties in New Mexico).
Just what exactly is the
ASUNM government? It is a selfperpetuating clique working for
its own interests and power. The
members of ·student government
are a self-proclaimed elite playing Mussolini with a quarter of a
million dollars of your money,

Morning Editor ----------------------------------- Sarah Laidlaw
Photographer ----------------------------------------Bob Pawley
Cartoonist ---------------------------------------- Frank Jacome
Editorial Staff ---------- Tom Garcia, Craig Guest, Melissa Howard,
c
·
Greg MacAleese, Paul Slack, Bill Sullivan
Subscriptions and Mailing --------------------------- David Baker
Circulation ------------------··------------------ Ishmael Walaitis
Advertising -------- Dick McDonald, Chuck Reynolds, Dennis Roberts
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philosophy of student government
Cf>Uldn't be discussed - only individupl appropriations.
However, a more immediate exflees ;~.nd Student Senate meeting ample of the totalitarian hue of
room. They feel like big powerful student government came during
bureaucrats playing M o no p o I y the recent Radio Board meetings.
with $250,000 to· $300,000.
The way the h am stringing
This wouldn't. be so bad if stu- of KUNM was ramrodded through
Radio Board was reminescent
dent government Performed some the
of Nazi Germany. No qu~stions
· useful function, but, alas, it does · were a 11 0 we d from non-Board
not. Student government and those members and even after Mike
salaried student government kids Kunikis and I were grossly misare nothing more than non-produc- quoted (perhaps libel is the word)
we were not allowed to reply. As
ing parasites on the University most students know, this resulted
community. The few functions stu- in the mass resignation of nearly
dent government accomplishes
ff
1 d'
could be done much more efficient- all the KUNM sta - ir.c u mg
the executive staff.
ly and cheaper by the administration or interested ad-hoc student
So as to prevent any hard feelgroups.
.
ings, I would like to say that alAnother aspect of student gov- though I disagree with their tacernment that needs examination tics and reason for existence, some
is its neo-Fascist tactics. Anyone of my best friends are student
who has attended meetings of any government kids.
part of student government has
Student government fills no useful function. In fact it is harmful
certainly noticed this.
-it takes $24 from every UNM
Last s~ring at one o~ the dbud- student every year. Lets quit subget meetmgs I was silence by
'd' ·
f
doze hotshot ·
the chairman, Coleman Travel- SI 1.zlng a ew
n
s m
stead, because I questioned the . therr governmental gam e s basis for the allocation of student ABOLISH STUDENT GOVERNfunds. Travelstead said that the MENT AT UNM.

LETTERS

TO THE

Hyourmajor
is listed here,
IBM would like
to talk with you·
February 15th.

EDITOR

But a totsl boycott by The Lo- members of the Lobo staff attendbo
of those in the majority is un- ed the game and then watched the
Editor's note: The following apfounded.
The Lobo staff could taped replay.
peared on bulletin boards in UNM
the residence halls a
have
given
~ Evidently they were much too
dormitories yesterday. Grammar
of
a
phone
call
Christmas
present
busy
trying to find incidents
and punctuation are untouched.
inquiring
as
to
what
might
be
the Aggies to report that
among
Paragraphing is ours.
taking place. The Lobo didn't they forgot about the Lobo fans.
DON'T YOU AGREE?
even inquire as to what a 40-foot They should watch their own fans
P .S. The Board of Governors pine tree with 700 assorted color- and get a :few surprises.
for Mesa Vista Dorm would like ed lights that just happened to
One might suspect a note of
it to be known that we are great- spring Up out of the mall over- envy in the comment, "We didn't
ly displeased by the so-called night was doing there.
see any hometown fans thrown
If nothing else it appeared to out for attacking referees.'' It
campus newspaper, The Lobo.
Our displeasure is brought about be an obvious menace to naviga- surprises me that you could wish
by their totally inept method of tion in front of Mesa Vista and attacks on the people that helped
news coverage and accurate re- Housing Collections and The Lo- the Lobos win the game.
bo could have run a story to inporting.
You will find more sportsmanform
the SDS members about
So far The Lobo has managed
ship
displayed by Aggies than
to give every type of coverage another convenient location for
ever
thought of by Lobos.
and publicity to the Students for a protest of something they could
"Stretch"
Howard is a great exa Democratic Society--commonly have tried to make controversial.
ample
of
an
athlete who is unAs the situation stands now the
referred to as SDS. Now grantsportsmanlike.
He is the biggest
MVD
Board
of
Governors
unaned, SDS has a reputation for
grandstander
that
ever set foot
committing acts that can be con- imously agrees that the other oron
a
basketball
court.
sidereed newsworthy in a very ganizations on campus from the
The article by Nooley Reinliberal sense. But we feel that dorms to the religious organizasince The Lobo is supposed to a tions and around to the Greeks heardt shows what can happen
_campus newspaper it should re- are not getting any sort of cover- when someone wishes to make a
port on campus events-not what age about their undertakings, mountain out of a mole hill. We
SDS is doing at UCLA or Po- while the SDS, a complete minor- were under the impression that
ity group, gets the only coverage the Chaparrals were at the game
dunkU.
We do understand that in order in the so-called school newspaper. for entertaining both Lobos and
This situation must be corrected Aggies. Little did we know that
to light the fire, so to speak, under the news hounds at The Lobo so as to bring The Lobo back they were the foundation for a
desk an individual or organization around to being a college news- twisted article used to degrade
must call in their story in order paper and less like a local fish- the Aggies.'
to have someone pretending to be wrapper. The MVD Board of
I do wish that Mr. Reinheaerdt
a reporter come around to investi- Governors will hereby attempt to would send copies of the photos
gate-this appears to be an ex- reconcile the situation on The Lo- showing Aggies throwing objects
tremely shiftless method of even bo staff by bringing it to the at- at the Lobos and the referees. Or
running a high school newspaper. tention of Residence Halls Coun- are we to believe his word only?
The residents of all the dorms, cil, the Student Senate, and the
Mentioning that Aggie fans
fraternities, and sororities on Inter-Fraternity Council. The were leaving the gym with two
campus are comprised of an over- time has come to speak of many minutes. On Nov. 18, 1967, Lobos
whelming number of members things, not just unshaven peo{those that had had the nerve and
compared to the SDS. So why we ple.
the school spirit to come and had
ask can't The Lobo report on such
not left already) were pouring
Aggie Fan Says Lobo
things as all the different Christout of the gates before the game
Crowds Are Crude
mas parties that took place before
was near over. Take a look at
the holidays and things of that Dear Editor:
yourself before condemning
nature, things that are not wrackIn reference to your articles others.
ed by riots, protests, and drug ad- placed in the 12 January issue of
A Lobo relative of mine calls
diction. (Granted, Chirstmas may the Round Up, I must say that I NMSU the "s - - t stomping
be getting too commercial for the have never seen so much garbage Aggies" and I am proud to say
SDS to want to do anything civic- put out by any two people at one that I am one.
minded).
time. The article states that four
Bradley G. Metcalf

The Lobo Is a Fish-Wrapper
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Sign up for an interview at your placement oftice-even if
you're headed for graduate school or military service.
Maybe you think you need a technical background to work
for us.
Not true.
Sure we need engineers and scientists. But we also need
liberal arts and business majors. We'd like to talk with you even
if you're in something as far afield as Music. Not that we'd
hire you to analyze Bach fugues. But we might hire you to
analyze problems as a computer programmer.

What you can do at IBM

*

*
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NEW. MEXICO LOBO

The student government .. kids
feel like grown-up men and women playing LBJ in their plush of-

The point is, our business isn't just selling computers.
It's solving problems. So if you have a logical mind, we need
you to help our customers solve problems in such diverse areas

\
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as government, business, law, education, medicine, science,
the humanities.
Whatever your major, you can do a lot of good things at
ffiM. Change the world (maybe). Continue your education
(certainly, through plans such as our Tuition Refund Program).
And have a wide choice of places to work (we have over 300
locations throughout the United States).

What to do next
We'll be on campus to interview for careers in Marketing,
Computer Applications, Programming, Research, Design and
Development, Manufacturing, Field Engineering, and Finance
and Administration. If you can't make a campus interview, send
an outline of your interests and educational background to
Mr. E. C. Purtell, Jr.,IBM Corporation, 3424llrn~
Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, California
D
0
90005. We're an equal opportunity employer.
®
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WAC Game of Week .to Feature Lobos, UTEP
By WAYNE CIDDIO
KOAT-TV in Albuquerque reThe third part in the New Mexi- cently signed a contract with UNM
co Lobos' new five parl documen- to televise four crucial Lobo WAC
taey television s erie s entitled games. The Lobos' games with
''Winning Basketball Games -. Arizona and Arizona State last
Home and Elsewllere," will. take weekend were the first two in the
. place tomorrow afternoon at Uni- series and will be followed by live
versity Arena when the once- coverage of New Mexico's games
beaten Lobos tangle with the Mi- with Brigham Young on Feb. 16
ners from the University of Tex- and Wyoming on March 2.
as-El Paso in the Western Athle- AFTER AN IMPRESSIVE teletic Conference game of the week vision premier against the Arito be televis!!d regionally by :ABC. zona State Sun Devils at Tempe
last Friday, the Lobos ran into a
little network trouble· and dropAt Alta Meet
ped their first game of the season
to the Wildcats of Arizona 69·68
in Tucson.
The Lobos, fresh off of a 72-71
win over the New Mexico State
Aggies Wednesday night in a
Two UNM women skiers won game hailed as the best ever play.·
second place honors in the six ed in the Arena, will have their
work cut out for them against
team Rocky Mountain Intercol- the
always tough Miners.
legiate Ski Meet held in Alta,
Last season, New Mexico bumpUtah Feb. 2 and 3.
ed off the ,Mhiers in El"Paso. by a
Judy Long placed second in the score of 71-62. The Lobos' victory
women's slalom and Tracy Fitz over the then defending NCAA
placed second in a field of 65
competitors in the giant slalom champs made quite a number of
college basketball experts pull out
event.
their
maps of the Southwest and
The UNM women's ski team
competed against women skiers look for a city called Albuquerque.
from the University of Colorado,
JoeWITHOUT
Hill, DaveTHE
Lattin,
the University of Utah, Colorado Bobby
EVEN
likesand
of
State, Brigham Young University Nevil Shed, UTEP still fields a
and Colorado Women's College. talent-laden basketball team that
The team is coached by George is capable of playing the role of
Boyden.
a spoiler anytime, anywhere, and
Team members are: A team, against anyone in the country.
Judy Long, Tracy Fitz, Jan
Schriber, Ann Boyden, Linda
Manzari; B. team, Kathy Ryan,
Clean clothes •••
Kathy Crespin, Jackie Leute,
••• last longer!
Christi Fletcher, and Aleta
For Professional
Lewis.
The team is planning a trip to
DRY CLEANING
Crested Butte, Utah, early in
March.

JJ. Women Skiers

Win Second Place
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ASU, Cowboys Ranked
Arizona State's wrestling team
has been selected eighth and Wyoming tenth in the nation by Amateur Wrestling News, official
publication of the NCAA of

RON NELSON BAD a low
Leading the Miner's effort to getting back into the thick of the
win the hearts of some of New WAC title race against the Cou- scoring (relatively· speaking, of
Mexico's television viewing audi- gars of BYU. BYU, Wyoming, course) 16 point night against
ence will be two All-America can- Utah, and both Arizonas are in State and Ron Becker, besides
didates, pint-sized Willie Worsley store for the Lobos after the sparkling on defense, hit 11 points.
Howie Grimes had an off-night,
and Willie (The Snake) Cager. UTEP contest.
Worsley, who stands only 5 foot
If Sanford and Howard have but should bounce back to give
7, was hampered by a wrist injury_ truly found the key .to make a the Lobos the defensive effort
last season but still managed to basketball court big enough for they will need to beat the Miners.
A Lobo victory over UTEP
score at a 12.2 clip per game.
both of them to operate on at the
could
do more than improve New
same time, it could be a long afterCAGER ONLY AVERAGES M
Mexico's
record to 19-1. It could
points per game last year, but noon for UTEP.
proved his worth at the free throw
Big Ron and Stretch teamed up very easily improve their Nielsen
line hitting on 113 of 171 attempts. for 41 points· and 23 rebounds be- r~ting and gain them recognition
The 6 foot 5 New Yorke?: tallied tween them to . give the Aggies as one of the top talent ·shows in
156 rebounds last season and is fits. Wednesday night.·
the country.
expected to give Stretch Boward
a run for his money on the backboards. Boward grabbed 13 reSHE LIKES TO
bounds against New Mexico State.
Other Miners that will be try· ing to mine some gold in t'h1s 'here,
FORMAL!
valley will be 6 foot 10 center Phil
Barris, guard Nate Archibald, and'
forwards Mike Switzer and Ollie
RENTS TUXEDOS
Ledbetter. UTEP i~ without a big . '
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
gun this season, but balanced scoring by all of Don Haskins' troops
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00
has earned the Miners a respects:
ble 11-4 record.
THE LOBOS WILL be trying
FIRST AND GOLD DIAL 247-4347
to notch victory number 19 before

1/u.
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Ride to the· Go me!
Bus Leaves Johnson Gym

7:15 &7:45
Returning bus loads on the
west side of the Arena

call 243-5671 todayl

Scuba Diving Group
Will Organize Here

A scuba diving club will hold
an organizational meeting Sunday, Feb, 25, at the Heights
Branch of the YMCA.
Free diving lessons will be given to all interested persons. Club
dues will be $7.50 per year which
Next Match Feb. 9
includes a discount on diving
equipment.
The club is. tentatively planning
several diving e-xcursions includ•
·ing ·a trip to Guaymas, .Mexico•
· The:new organization will be fea. .
ture!l on the: KOB radio High·
Lobo wrestlers took an active 1; 152- Bill Kirby pinned Roberl N·oonshow. ·
·parl in UNM's purge of New·· Castro, 6:50; 160~ Jim Gilliam
lnte~ested per110ns should cOn•
Mexico S~te· Aggie athletic dec. Dllve Bemmingway, 7•5; 167- tact Tom White at 247-3764, ex·
teamll Wedneaday when they wal- Rick Ortega dl'CW· with Houston tension 54, for further informa.
loped the Aggie grapplers 33-2 in McKenzie, 2-2;. 177- Floyd Sbade tion.
' a dual mateh at Las Cruces.
dec•. Bill M;orrison; . 5..0; . Hwt.The victory was the ninth for
Brown pinned Tom Jones,
the Lobos in dual match compe·
titicm • and came simul~neously ·
with Lobo varsity and freshman
. triumphs Qver the· basketball Aggies to make. a great day for
UNM athletics.
Rudy Griego, 137 pounds, Bill
~rby, 152 pounds, and heavyweight Roger Brown recorded
' pins to lead the Lobo victory..
. UNM's Rick Ortega drew with
· Houston McKenzie 2-2 to give
the Aggies their only two points
· of the ·match in the 167 pound
weight class.
The Lobos next dual match will
be against Western Colorado
State College in Gunnison, Colo.
Feb. 9.
..
Results of the match were;
._, (UNM listed first) 123-poundsART WILLIAMSON
. , Curtis Wilson dec. Pat DogeBSME, U. of Maryland,
. boon, 6-0; 130- Jim Serrano dec.
was
assigned to the
Ron Due, 7-4; 137- Rudy Griego
big
blooming
mills at
pinned John Baker, 1:46; 145our
Sparrows
Point, Md.,
. : Dale Scott dec. Coalter Pinto, 14Plant soon after joining
Bethlehem's 1963
Loop Course. Art is
·.Saturday Night
responsible for training of
personnel and start-up
of new facilities. He's also
liaison man between
the mill and plant
engineering for a
$17-million improvement
UNM students will be admitted
program.
to the Western Athletic ConferMANAGEMENT
ence indoor track meet at Tingley
MINDED?
Coliseum Saturday night with
their athletic cards. General adCareer prospects are
mission is $2 and $1 for high
better than ever at
Bethlehem Steel. We need
school students.
on-the-ball engineering,
The meet will begin at 7 p.m.
technical,
and liberal arts
and will feature top-flight compegraduates for the 1968
tition in the shot put, 600 and
Loop Course. Pick up a
1000 yard runs, two-mile run,
copy of our booklet at your
two-mile relay, mile relay, and
placement office.
the distance medley relay.
Athletes from UNM, Brigham
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Young University, Arizona, Ari• Progress Program
zona State, Wyoming, Utah, University of Texas-El Paso, and
three city high schools will compete in the meet.
The event will be a qualifying
meet for the National Collegiate
ST EL
Athletic Association . (NCAA)
Indoor Championships to be held
this spring.

EDITOR
WAYNE CIDDIO

the
Popular Entertainment
Committee

Linda Ronstadt

'.

Six Good Reasons

Stone Poneys

Friday. February 16

FAST-FAST-FAST

tickets $2.00 per person
on sale Union Ticket Office

30 Minute Dorm Delivery
7 Nights Until 1:30

I

!

-

5

SPORT SHIRTS
25% off

6

TENNIS SHOES
reduced 33%

)'ten~ Sltop

/i'

!

LEVI BRAVOS
olive & whiskey
V2 price

,Co!Jo

Union Ballroom-9:00 to II :30 p.m.

j

KNIT OUTERWEAR
reduced 33%

3

Followed By

DAN'CE
I' J

4

SWEATERS
. 40% off

AWS King of Hearts
I:'

SPORTS COATS
. 40% off

2

In Concert
Johnson Gym-7:00 to 9:00 p.m.

For Coming To

,Cobo Men's Sltop

I

and the

J

famous international dishes

(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesi~n,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11:3o-2:3odinner 5:30-9:30
413 Romero St. N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
of Old Town Plaza
242-4986 .

Lobo Wrestlers Down Aggies .33-2; ·.
Victory.Ninth Win for UNM Matmen

BETHLEHEM
STEEL SETH~HE"'

Features

1

11

WAC Track Meet
free to Students

Patronize the Albuquerque Transit System

Wrestling Coaches and Officials.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

.255-5381

2120 CentralS.

e.·

The Finest in Men's Traditional Styling
Geared to Serve University of New Mexico Students, Staff and Faculty

in the Triangle Lounc.Je Restaurant- Central at Girard NE

-'
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Jewish Organization

WANT ADS

B'nai Brith Hillel Counselorship, a UNM organization for
Jewish students, is SliOnsoring an
open house and organizational
meeting Sunday, Feb. 11, at 2 p.m.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING IL\TES:
.& line ad., 65~.....,. tim..,, $2.00, Inserti<IIH
m\l!lt be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications BuUdinlii:, or telephone 277-f.OOZ or
277...11)2.
II.OOH & BOARD
"TRANSFERRING to UNM 1 Try this tor
livi~~~r. 20 meals a we<tk, oolor TV, maid
and ll11en service fo>t cqllege students.
The College ln11, 803 Ash Stret, NE,
l'hQIIe 243·2881.''

TOMORROW NIGHT
at Midnfght-Adults Only

SERVICES
TYPING WANTED: 7 ;yra. experlelle~> fo't
students at Univ. North Carolina. Exeelle~~t accuracy. Straigbt typing (term
papers ete.) 86t per page-you furnish
paper. Paper furnished at one ee~~t a
sheet. Phone 242-9461.
WILL BABYSIT In my home or companion to 2 year old girl, on regn!ar
htiBis, mornings or 3 days a week. Near
UNM. Call 268·6659.
TYPING WANTED: 10 years experience
technical typing. 85¢ Pr page, 36i! with
paper. Call anytime 298-8641.

in the Faculty Lounge .of the
Union.. Bowling is the games
area and refreshments will follow the meeting.

IDoniPancho's.
i ;'";':',' ,

PSYCHEDELIC FILM TRIPS #3

'Oiley Peloso the Pumph Man'
by Robert ("Oh! Dem Watermelons") Nelson
'Blue Moses' by Stan Brakhage
'Antifilm #2' by George Dinkey
-and others-

31r-1!''f
!i?-J :~(9w

~y~~~!icans Also Face Cold War at Home··
© 1967, Newsday, Inc.

(Muck has been 8aid and writ~en about the atate of t~pheaval
m all facets of American society
today, For phe next two weeku,
Th~ Lobo wdl present a series of
artroles by prominent Americans
o!vzng tkeir views on The Oomlitwn of the American Spirit todal'·. Tlte writers include social
crztic Marya Mannes, FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, historian
A_rthur Schlesinger Jr., Civilrzghts leader Baya;rd Rustin, Father Jwmes J. Kavanaugh, nov'eliat

Sadul Bellow, Rev. Billy Graham
an psychoanalyst Erich Fromm.)

Ar ~ SUBURBAN-movie thea-

ter, elght unaccompanied children
f~om 6 to 10 years old see "Bonme and Clyde" and follow with
dazzled eyes their bloody search
for identity through murder. ·
In a hotel ballroom, leaders of
culture sit on gold chairs and listen to panelists conclude that culture is part of life and must be
supported.
In a bedroom strewn with mattresses, six teenagers get high on

HELP WANTED
MALE help wanted. Auditor trainee, bookkeePing background. 3 p,m.-11 p.m., $1.25
hr. to start. Mountain States Employment First Nat'! Bank Bldg. Down

Town.

.TOURNALISM Student to assist on starting new small magazine. Part time.
Phone 842-9514,
EARN $61.60 weekly. 3 eves. & Sata. Must
have ear & he bondable, Phone 844-2778,
3 to 6 P.m. only,
TEACH at . a Ne!ll'O oollege. Graduate
students with M.A.'s are urgently needed
for academic year and summer teaching
positions. The Southern Education Program, a private, nQn-profit organization
with contacts at 94 colleges, can place
you quickly and r,..,e of charge. Write
Southern Education Program, 859%
Hunter Street. N.W. Atlanta, Georgia
30814.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, Psychedelic,
Ski Posters & Buttons. If we don't
have them, then You don't need them.
Send for Samples & List. MADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609 E.
Colfnx, Denver, Colorado 80220.
COMING again soon I I I Ahe officious intermeddler meets the vexatious litigant I ! !
PLAYBOY subscription still available at
low student rates. Call your campus representative at 247-9082.
FOR RENT
ONE bedroom apartme11t. $75. 811 Yale
SE. Nicely furnished and private patio.
Call 265-6771.
PLEASANT llght clean room. Near Campus, 306 Stanford SE. Phone 242-4858.
FOR SALE
A DARK BROWN medium length Wig,
including wig case and brush. Worn only
S times. Will sell for $100. Call 277-8198
· after 12:30 noon M.W.F. or weekends.
2/9-10.
BY OWNER, 3 bedrm. den, fireplace, eXtra
)g. garage fully finished w/lt & a/c,
work bencb & sink. Elec kitchen
beautiful Clll'P~ & drapes, 2 baths:
Conv. loan. Pneed FHA appraisal. Approx. $3000. will handle. Call momings
or ev.., after 4 p.m. Owner leaving state.
299-6865.

1966 BUICK Wildcat convertible. Like
new, many extras. Must sell. 296-8681,
277-4538. 2/8-14.

armen,
v
The ToraJ FemaJe Animal I

CIVIC BEAUTJFICATION in Albuquerque was given a helping hand
by members of the newly colonized Alpha Tau Omega fraternity from
UNM this week. Fraternity members put the finishing touches to
borders around freshly planted evergreen trees in a divider on Central
across from Hodgin Hall on the southeastern corner of the campus•.

"'CARMEN,BABY' obviously, is a
film for a very special clientele·
Opera lmrs who want to see
what they've been missin~t all
these years, and voyeurs who
just want to see!
The eyecatcher is Uta Levka,
the hip Carmen, who looks like
a youth.ful Rita Hayworth
in modern undress!"
-N.Y. TIMES
"Carmen herself, Uta Levka,
plays the sexpot temptress ·
for all she's worth, aud thats
quite somethin&!
She has that Lets·Have-Fun
look in her eyes that recalls
Meli111. With 'La Dolc·e Vita'
PJrtjes thrown in for rood
measure, the movie will rive
you your moneys worth!"
-N.Y. POST

Talk Along With Poets

Thunderbird Winter Edition on Tape;
Special Issue Will Go on Sale Monday
Students will be able to read
along with the poets with the
winter edition of the UNM literary magazine, The Thunderbird.
Editor Mary Alinder said the
magazine, w})ich will be distributed Monday, is in the form of a 331/3 r.p.m. record.· It will have a
total. of 17 minu~s of poetry
readmg by ~even different UNM
poets, she satd.
The recording is on both sides
of a plastic sheet which is enclosed in a folder. The taping was
done at UNM's student radio station KUNM and the pressing was
done by the Evatone Corp. in
Chicago.
Mrs. Alinder said that a mimeographed copy of the poets'
•

readings will be included with the
record so students can read along
with their favorite poets.
Including in the recording are
poems by Robin Lampman, Patrick Bolles, Joe Miller, Michael
Thomas, Don Eulert, Eliot Glassheim, and Maryhelen Snyder.
The picture on the front cover
of the recording was done by Jim
Kraft and is now in the UNM
graduate art student photography
exhibition.
The 8000 copies of the special
issue will go on sale Monday at
the Alpha Phi Omega coat check
booth in the Union. For students
with activity cards, the magazine
is free. Cost for other stndents is
50 cents.

at 6:30-8:10-9:50

· Don Pantho's
Alltr THt:ATitE

GOVERNMENT
PRODUCTS DIY.
of
TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
INTERVIEWING
FEBRUARY 12 & 13
EE • ME • IE • DEVELOP, DESIGN OR MANUFACTURE
RADAR • INFRA~EO • MISSILE • COMPUTER • LASER
SECURE COMMUNICATIONS • TELEMETRY • SYSTEMS
An Equal Opportunity Employer

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

A footltall hero named Max

Found it terribly hard to relax;
SO he followed each blitz
With a tall can of SChlitz
Till his coaeh was apprised of the faets.

-------------------------------------~-~··~"~··~~'···-"'

.241?....._1&

2108~S..IE.

0 196S Joj. Schlitt Dr!winu Co. Milw•olo• 1nd orher citiu.

pot, adrift in fantasy.
In city ghettos black militants
yell "Kill Whitey!" and not too
far away white youthl:l hurl rocks
at civil-rights marchers and
scream, "Christ was white!"

TEACHERS REVOLT, priests
revolt, citizens revolt for reasons
as diverse as they are complex or
obvious.
•
An increasing number of Americans view the war in Viet Nam
with emotions ranging from
doubt to horror, while other millions believe in military $olutions

leading to victory.
Why this ferment bordering on
anarchy in the richest and most
powerful nation on earth ? Why
eve~ amo?g the passive or apa~
th:tic,, th1s pervasive unease ? I
thmk It is largely because a lot of
things we used to believe are no
longer so, and because our wish
to cling to them-on the part of
some:_and our wish to discard
them.-:.on the part of othershas produced a civil war of the
American soul, with tragic casualties in sight.
IT IS A COLD war on many

fronts, Between the young and
the old, between rich and poor,
between black and whire, between
Right and Left, between law and
anarchy, between reason and violence.
On all these fronts the war has
become a hot war because its conclusion-the future of our society
-can no longer be postponed. In
faot_~e war is the disastrous result#. )!lostponement. For years
duri~ .-hich the fabl'ie of our
society has been fraying and rotting, most Americans have been
(Continued on page 5)
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KUNM Manager
Job to be Filled
By 2Graduates
Radio Board members decided
Friday afternoon to adopt the
graduate fellowship :{lrogram for
radio station management at
XUNM, campus radio station, in
an attempt to prevent disruptive
personel turnovers and attract
the "finest applicants in the country" to UNM.
Two fellowships will be established through the department of
speech with the Radio Board having absolute control over selection
of applicants. Applications will be
sent out within four weeks with
hopes of filling the manager position by next September.
There has bee; a problem of
manager turnover at KUNM
since its formation nearly two
years ago. The problem came to
light recently when Harry Joseph
resigned his position as manager
Jan. 12.
"THE NEW SYSTEM makes
the turnover problem a systematic one," said Professor Edward
Bundy, Radio Board member.
"There will be a manager and
assistant manager selected each
year, with the assistant ready to
take over when the manager
leaves."
One fellowship will be for $3000
and the other for $2500. Bundy
and other board members feel
that the high pay scale will give
UNM the pick of field across the
country in this area.
The total price fo~· the two fellowships will be $5500 which is
$2000 under the salary paid to
Joseph.
The board is investigating .the
possibility of having the speech
department pay tuition for up to
nine hours of graduate work each
semester for the fellows. The Associated Students will provide the
$5500 in stipends,
SCOTT RANDALL, UNM stndent, has been serving as manager since ,Joseph's resignation.
The board decided to continue
this arrangement until the fellowship manager comes to UNM
in September.
KUNM is a FM radio station
operating seven days a week. Program changes which caused Joseph's resignation and 12 other
staff members along with him, are
still in effect. They include a program of 75 per cent pop music,
more individual freedom for disc
jockics and allowing more people
to work at the station.

Thunderbird
The UNM literary magazine,
the Thunderbird, will go on sale
today. in the Alpha Chi Omega
cloakroom in the Union. For students with activity cards, the
magazine is free. For all other
persons, the cost is 50 cents.
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Students Resist
Tuition Increases

POLICITAL OBSERVERS Piene Salinger, (left), former White
House press secretary, and Charles Quinn, NBC television political
conespondent agreed that Nelson Rockefeller could beat President
Johnson in the 1968 Presidential race, but that Richard Nixon will
likely be the Republican candidate. Salinger and Quinn debated the
issues of "Campaign Strategy: 1968" before a small audience in the
Concert Hllll last night. See story page 2. (Lobo photo by PAWLEY)

Standards Committee
T oHearGradeAppeal
By MELISSA HOWARD
The UNM Students Standards
Committee meets tonight to hear
an appeal by a student who is
contesting a low grade he received after being accused of cheating on a final exam. The case is
the third academic dishonesty
charge considered this year by
the committee.
All disciplinary matters concerning the student community
except those involving Radio and
Publications Boards are under the
jurisdiction of the Student Standards Committee. Members are
four professors, appointed by
Pres. Popejoy, and five students,
including a non-voting student
chairman, appointed by the Associared Student president.
"MOST OF OUR CASES DEAL
with book thefts, academic dishonesty, and contested parking
violations,'' said Tim Weaver,
committee chairman. Action was
tuJ(en last semestet• on four cases
when students stole textbooks and
sold them to the Associated Students Bookstore. Fve parking
fines were contested, and tho committee also ruled on a drunk-anddisorderly charge and a breakingand-entering case.
"The committee is the highest
apellate board for any student
affairs," Weaver said. becisions
of the men's Resident Standards

Committee, the women's dormitory Referrals Board, and the
A WS Standards Board may be
appealed.
THE COMMITTEE CAN ORDER a professor to l'econsider a
student's grades, and action taken against a student by campus
police may also be appealed. Decisions of the conunittee are final,
and disciplinary action is enforced by the administration.
"Action of the committee is usually final, although a review by
Pres. Popejoy is possible," Weaver says.
The Standards Committee has
the power to place a student on
administrative ~robation, to suspend him for any length of time
and record the reasons for suspension on his transcript, to fine
him any amount, and to refer him
to psychiatric counseling.
"If there is a possibility of civil
action being taken against a stndent, we will wait until it has
been taken, although the student
can be punished twice-once by
civil authorities and once by the
University," Weaver says.
WEAVER SAYS THE COM·
MITTEE'S action is theoretically
"educational, not penal, bnt we
often have to take penal action
anyway."
The Faculty Handbook says
that a student may be disciplined
(Continued on page 2)

By BOB STOREY
Associated Students leadel'S
launched nn intensive campaign
last night to persuade New Mexico legislators to defeat an amendment to a House ap:tJropriations
bill that would raise out-of-state
tuition $120 a year for state colleges and universities.
In a special meeting called by
Associated Students President
,John Thorson, student senators
and lobbyists p1anned strategy for
a lobbying blitz on the legislature
within the next three days.
THORSON ANNOUNCED that
the amendment was added Thursday in a closed meeting of the
House Appropriations Committee.
The move was taken to help make
tiP a $1.1 million projected deficit
in the state's education budget.
The state financial bill, House
Bill 300, was introduced to the
House on Saturday with the tuition hike recommendation, Thorson said. The House will almost
certainly approve the bill and send
it to the Senate Tuesday for a
Senate Finance Committee hearing, he said.
"THE HOUSE always approves
the Appropriations Committee
recommendations, so the chance
to defeat the amendment lies in
the Senate Finance Committee or
on the Senate floor," Thorson
said.
Plans call for a team of Student
Senate lobbyists to be in Santa
Fe today, tomorrow, and Wednesday working to defeat the amendment. A special session of Student Senate will be held this
afternoon to draft a bill asking
the legislature to drop any idea
of raising out-of-state tuition.
"I THINK THA'I' it is essential
that we combat this hike in the
out-of·state tuition, because it
could set a dangerous preclildent,"
Thorson said. "They'll raise the
tuition every time there is a
deficit."
The increase would raise the
$467 already paid by out-of-state
students to $511 a semester or
$1022 a year, not including $16
paid for medical insurance.
There are already indications
that dormitory rates and student
fees will be raised five to ten
per cent.
A HIKE IN the tuition would
discourage enrollment of out-ofstate students and cut down on
the outside influences and exposure that broaden students' perspectives, Thorson said.
Many out-of-state students
eventually reside in New Mexico
after graduation and while attending the University they spend
huge sums of money that helps
local businesses and the state's
economy, he said.
Lobbyist Terry Calvani said that
there has been a 71-per-cent increase in tuition for the state's
universities since 1961. If the new

hike is approved it would raise
to 103 per cent the increases made
within six years.
WHEN THE tuition was raised
$50 a semester, UNM did not
suffer a loss in out-of-state enrol1ment, Thorson said, but some
state institutions had as much as
an 8-per-cent drop.
Thorson said the argument used
last yeal" to approve the tuition
hike, "Why should New Mexico
taxpayel"s subsidize out-of-state
students who do not pay taxes 7"
will be used again this year.
"But nobody knows when we
will reaeh the point of diminishing
returns,'' Thorson said. "They're
not sure when they won't lose S!!,. 1
may out-of-state students that it
will wipe out any gains made by
increasing tuition."
BESIDES THE lobbying in
Santa Fe, student leaders plan a
petition campaign, a public mass
media information campaign, and
a campaign on campus to arouse
students' support.
The Student Senate resolution
which should come out tonight
will probably contain a statement
asking the legislature to :find
some other means of financing the
deficit, Senators say.
The state budget is expected
to have a huge deficit and the
tuition hike was suggested to
meet only the educational spending part of this deficit, Thorson
said.
There are several proposals f<Jt ,.
getting more state revenue to
meet the deficit, including a raise
in the state income tax, he said.
He said he personally favors raising the income tax.

Selinger Writes

Report of Failure
of ID-IIIIs Denied
Law p1·ofessor Carl Selinger,
moderator of the fall semester
experimental freshman class ID
III, denied today in a letter to
the editor his alleged statement
in a Feb. 5 Lobo article that
the class "met with failure." (See·,,
letter page 4.)
The. article was written by
Hugo Uribe, a jout•nalism major
at UNM, as pa1•t of the work for
a coUl'se in advanced reporting.
Selinger states in the letter
that the article "was most regrettably misleading." He adds
that "the lessons we have learned from ID III can be extremely
useful."
In conti•adiction to the statement in the article that "Prof.
Selinger doubts that a similar ex•
perimcnt will be tried," he indicated in his letter that it is not
at all clear that a course similar
to Ib III should not be offered
again.

